White Paper

Multitenant Portal
Serve multiple tenants with a Single Viewtisight Instance

Viewtinet’s multitenant architecture allows to create a different portal per
tenant, showing only the reports and dashboards relevant to the tenant’s
data sources. Only one instance of Viewtisight is required for this.
This can be used for different purposes. Inside one organization, this can be
used to define different profiles and allow only certain employees or departments to access specific data. Also, in case your company is giving services, the multitenant portal can provide customized access per each customer, where each one of them can see its relevant data and KPIs.
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Specifications
 Only one Viewitisight instance can give services
to thousands of tenants
 Each tenant will only be capable of seeing its
own data.

logo when accessing to its portal.
 Each tenant may have different profiles, to access different reports and dashboards within the
company or department.

 The reports and dashboards are interactive, with  Advanced configuration options: retention time,
applications that can be used within the tool, etc.
drill-down capabilities. You can also export them.
 The GUI can be customized to have your corpora-  Each tenant may configure the time, resolution
te look & feel. Even each tenant may have its own and date of each of the reports and dashboards

Roles Management
Each tenant may have different roles. The roles are also managed from the Admin Console and can define the permissions to access the different data tables, using the different applications, setting the initial report and defining which predefined reports can be shown.

The “Admin Console” is the application inside Viewtisight that allows creating or editing tenants. Everything
can be configured from the GUI, which improves the
configuration and operation time.
A filter must be defined per customer in order to apply
the multitenancy.

The solution brings a rich set of reports with the statistical metrics about portal usage. Different set of metrics
can be defined: general statistics, general user statistics,
reports statistics, or user & reports statistics.
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